
Thursday lesson 4 Year 4 



Starter - Can you solve 
these problems?

Covert these weights to grams or kilograms:

4500g =
5.2 kg=
3230g =
6.3 kg =
8650g =
43.3 kg =

Calculate the following in your head:
55+60=
45+36=
52-22=
21-12=
45+30=
400+54=
340-25=

Tickets to the skating rink cost £17 for children and £23 for adults. What is the total cost for 2 adults and 
3 children? 

Calculate the following:



Answers – How many did 
you get right?

Covert these weights to grams or kilograms:

4500g =4.5 kg
5.2 kg=5200g
3230g =32.3 kg
6.3 kg =6300g
8650g =86.5kg 
43.3 kg =43300g

Calculate the following in your head:
55+60=115 
45+36=81
52-22=30
21-12=9
45+30=75
400+54=454
340-25=315

Tickets to the skating rink cost £17 for children and £23 for adults. What is the total cost for 2 adults and 
3 children? 
17x3=51    23x2=46     51+46= 97  
The total cost would be £97.

Calculate the following:



LQ: How can I use the written method of 
division to divide 3 digit numbers ? 

Divide 

Share 

Equal

Remainder • Understand division as sharing a whole 
into a number of equal parts. 

1. Start calculation in the hundreds column
2. Divide hundreds  by divisor 
3. Regroup and remainder into tens column  
4. Divide tens by divisor 
5. Regroup and remainder into ones column 
6. Divide ones by divisor 
7. Show a final answer 



Whole
(DIVIDEND)

Shared in to 

Number of 
equal parts 
(DIVISOR)

Number in each 
part (QUOTIENT)



Fun mathematic facts..

24 ÷ 4 = 6

Written as: 



The Short Method for Division
96 ÷ 4 =

Write the number you are dividing by, the divisor, in front of the vertical line.

Draw this neatly with a ruler. It looks a bit like a bus stop, so the written method for division is sometimes known as the ‘Bus Stop’ method.

4 9 6

Write the number that is being divided, the dividend, on the right-hand side of the vertical line.

The answer will go on top of the horizontal line.



The Short Method for Division
96 ÷ 4 =

4 9 6

24

1

2 4



84 ÷ 4= 21 

4 8 4

2 1

How many 4s go into 80? 20

How many 4s go into 4? 1

The smallest number always goes on the outside of the bus.

The largest number always goes on the inside of the bus.

Divisor
Dividend



How many 3s go into 15?

3 7 5
1

2 5

How many 3s go into 70?

2 with 1 left over 

5

75 ÷ 3=  

The smallest number always goes on the outside of the bus.

The largest number always goes on the inside of the bus.

Divisor
Dividend

25



670 ÷ 5 =  

7

How many 5s are there in 20?

134

How many are left over?
How many 5s are there in 17 tens?

How many remainders?

How many 5s are there in 6 hundreds?

31
1

65 0
4

2



However, you cannot 
always divide a 

number equally



671 ÷ 5 =  

7

How many 5s are there in 20?

134 r1

How many are left over?
How many 5s are there in 17 tens?

How many remainders?

How many 5s are there in 6 hundreds?

31
1

65 1
4

2

r1



Great!

670 ÷ 6 =  

7

How many 6s are there in 10?

134 r 4

How many remainders?
How many 6s are there in 7 tens?

How many remainders?
How many groups of 6 are there in 6 hundreds?

11
66 0

1
1

r 4



TASK SHEETS ARE 
ON THE WEBSITE



PLENARY 


